
 

Crafty Adults
We’d love to see your

finished craft! Share it using
#hendersonlibraries in your
Instagram posts or stories, or
you can share photos on our

Facebook post.

Adult crafters!! Get creative and enjoy a fun,

carefree, & stress-relieving activity.

 

Each kit contains supplies & a step-by-step
guide to help you with the craft's creation. 

 

 

Creative You! craft kit

MAY THE 4TH BEMAY THE 4TH BEMAY THE 4TH BE   
WITH YOU!WITH YOU!WITH YOU!

   
Baby YodaBaby YodaBaby Yoda   
DIY String ArtDIY String ArtDIY String Art

   



5 x 6 in. double foam board square
80  applique pins
Crochet  thread (brown, yellow, 
green, pink & black)
2 black buttons
Baby Yoda  pattern template on 
tracing paper

Scissors
Tape

Supplies Included:

Additional Supplies Needed:

Have fun celebrating our love of a  
galaxy far, far away with this  

Star Wars themed craft! 
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Wrapping the String

The order to wrap your string: We began this project from the
bottom & moved up, first wrapping string for Baby Yoda's brown
jacket, then the yellow for his neck area, green for his head, pink
for his ears, and finally, black for his mouth.

#4  Tie a loop at the beginning of the string & place it around
       one of the pins in the colors area. Tie a second knot to make 

       sure the string stays securely in place. Begin by wrapping the 

       string tautly around the outline of each section, weaving the
       string between the border pins. This will help you to establish   

       the areas border.

TIP: Be aware of the shapes outline -- try to follow the lines of the
pattern as much as you can. 

 #5  After you have a few layers built up around the border, you
       can then begin pulling the string diagonally across the
       interior of the area, filling in the center. Once you have a few 

       layers built up, wrap the remainder of the string a few more 

       times around the border again which will help to secure the  

       string in place.

      

Once you're at the end of the color, tie a double knot around a pin
and trim the strings end. Now you can move on to the next section
and color.

#6  The last step will be to insert the 2 black buttons between the   

       eye area pins -- the buttons should fit snuggly inside the circle
       of pins, but if you have a problem securing the buttons in place 

       you can use one of the extra pins to help keep the buttons 
       secured.
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Step-by-Step Guide:

#1   Take the Baby Yoda pattern template & position
       it in the center of the double foam board square.  

       Use a few short pieces of tape and secure the   

       tracing paper template in place on top of your 
       foam board square. Next you'll start to push 

       each pin into place where you see the small dots.
 

 NOTE: There are 73 dots that outline the Baby Yoda
design. Your kit includes an extra 7 pins, just in case
any pins get bent or lost.

#2   Push in one pin at a time, inserting them in place
       through the dots. Then, using the thicker part of the
       surface of the scissors, push the pins a little deeper   
       into the double foam board. 

       

TIP:  You'll hear & feel the pins pop through the 

       double foam board which will help to secure the 

       pins well into place.

#3   Once your pins are all in place on the board, you 

       can then remove the tracing paper template by
       easily ripping it -- since the tracing paper is very 

       thin and lightweight it shouldn't be hard to remove
       it. 
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